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In this brief paper, we solve the relativistic kinematics related to the intersection be-
tween a relativistic beam of particles (neutrinos, e.g.) and consecutive detectors. The
gravitational eects are neglected, but the eect of the Earth rotation is taken into con-
sideration under a simple approach in which we consider two instantaneous inertial
reference frames in relation to the ﬁxed stars: an instantaneous inertial frame of refer-
ence having got the instantaneous velocity of rotation (about the Earth axis of rotation)
of the Cern at one side, the lab system of reference in which the beam propagates, and
another instantaneous inertial system of reference having got the instantaneous velocity
of rotation of the detectors at Gran Sasso at the other side, this latter being the system of
reference of the detectors. Einstein’s relativity theory provides a velocity of intersection
between the beam and the detectors greater than the velocity of light in the empty space
as derived in this paper, in virtue of the Earth rotation. We provide a simple calculation
for the discrepancy between a correct measure for the experiment and a measure arising
due to the eect derived in this paper.
1 Deﬁnitions and Assumptions
Consider a position vector for CERN in relation to the cen-
ter of the Earth, vector ~ C, and a position vector for the Gran
Sasso receptors in relation to the center of the earth, vector
~ G. Consider the angular velocity vector of the Earth along its
axis of rotation, vector ~ !. The velocity of rotation of ~ C in
relation to Earth’s axis is given by~ vC = ~ !  ~ C. Analogously,
the velocity of rotation of ~ G in relation to Earth’s axis is given
by~ vG = ~ ! ~ G. Consider a baseline LCG connecting ~ C and ~ G
along the vector ~ G   ~ C; CERN’s and Gran Sasso’s latitudes
(lN
S ), C and G, respectively, and CERN’s and Gran Sasso’s
longitudes (  WE !), C and G, respectively.
Since the eect related to the velocity of the neutrinos de-
pends on its own velocity at the completion of the calculation
and on the rotation of the Earth, viz., such eect does not
depend on the speciﬁc values of the lateral velocity (to be de-
ﬁned below) of the receptors, as we will see, we may consider
some geometric assumptions to simplify the geometry related
to the baseline path ~ G   ~ C along LCG through the Earth.
Firstly, we will consider ~ C and ~ G having got the same
latitude :
C = G = : (1)
These latitudes would be important if the eect to be de-
rived here was related to speciﬁc values of latitude, its ﬂuc-
tuations, systematic and/or statistical errors related to it etc.,
related to the six standard deviations that characterizes the
claim related to the experiment. But that is not the case.
Now, consider the plane , orthogonal to ~ !, that cross the
Earth through the hypothetically common latitude contain-
ing the points ~ C and ~ G. Trace two lines pertaining to :
The latitudes of CERN and Gran Sasso are, respectively:
46deg14min3sec(N) and 42deg28min12sec(N). The longitudes of CERN
and Gran Sasso are, respectively: 6deg3min19sec(E) and 13deg33min0sec(E).
the line LCA, from the point ~ C to Earth’s rotation axis, and
the line LGA, from the point ~ G to Earth’s rotation axis. LCA
and LGA cross the rotation axis at the point ~ A. Also, trace
the mediatriz line LMA, from the point ~ A to the point ~ M =
(1=2)

~ G + ~ C

, equally dividing LCG. The angle between LCA
and LMA equals the angle between LMA and LGA, being this
angle given by:
 =
1
2
(G   C): (2)
Upon the previous remarks regarding the geometric sim-
pliﬁcations, the same remarks hold for the radius of the Earth,
i.e., we will consider the Earth as a sphere. Thus, the follow-
ing relation holds:
   ~ C
    =
   ~ G
    = RE =
R
cos
; (3)
where RE is the radius of the Earth, its averaged value RE =
6:37  106m, and R =
   ~ C   ~ A
    =
   ~ G   ~ A
   .
2 DeﬁningtwoInstantaneousInertialReferenceFrames
The relativistic kinematics will run in the plane  previously
deﬁned. The line LCG will deﬁne an axis: Ox, with the origin
O at the point ~ C, being the unitary vector of the axis Ox, ˆ ex,
given by:
ˆ ex =
~ G   ~ C    ~ G   ~ C
   
: (4)
Now, deﬁne the Oz axis contained in the  plane such that
its unitary vector, ˆ ez, is given by:
ˆ ez =  ˆ ex 
~ !   ~ !
  
: (5)
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The axis Oy is trivially obtained with its unitary vector
being given by:
ˆ ey = ˆ ez  ˆ ex: (6)
Now, we deﬁne the system at the Gran Sasso’s detectors,
˜ O˜ x˜ y˜ z, such that its origin ˜ O is at the point ~ G, being the unitary
vectoroftheaxis ˜ O˜ x, thesame ˆ ex  ˆ e˜ x. Theaxis ˜ O˜ zisparallel
to Oz, with the same unitary vector ˆ ez  ˆ e˜ z, with analogous
reasoning to obtain the axis ˜ O˜ y and its unitary vector ˆ e˜ y  ˆ ey.
In other words, ˜ O˜ x˜ y˜ z is the parallel pure translation of Oxyz
from ~ C (CERN) to ~ G (Gran Sasso).
To deﬁne the two instantaneous inertial reference frames
to accomplish, simply, the eect of the Earth rotation, we,
ﬁrstly, write down the rotation velocities of the points ~ C and
~ G about Earth’s rotation axis, i.e., we write down the rotation
velocities of (CERN) and (Gran Sasso) about Earth’s axis.
For CERN, the rotation velocity~ vC reads:
~ vC = ~ !  ~ C = !Rˆ e = !R(cos ˆ ex   sin ˆ ez); (7)
where the auxiliar unitary vector has been the azimutal -
versor of the spherical coordinates, the spherical coordinates
with origin at the center of the Earth with its equatorial dex-
trogyre plane  such that ~ !  ~  = ~ 0 8 ~  2 . For Gran Sasso,
the rotation velocity~ vG reads:
~ vG = ~ !  ~ G = !Rˆ e˜  = !R(cosˆ e˜ x + sin ˆ e˜ z); (8)
where ˆ e˜  is the azimutal -versor previously deﬁned, but now
at Gran Sasso.
We see via the eqs. (7) and (8) that both the frames of
reference, Oxyz and ˜ O˜ x˜ y˜ z, are instantaneously under a null
relative translation through the common axis Ox  ˜ O˜ x, and
under a reverse translation through their respective parallel
axes Oz k ˜ O˜ z. We will inertially consider this quite instan-
taneous eect of the reverse translation (Newton’s ﬁrst law
will hold, we will instantaneously neglect the gravitational
ﬁeld through the neutrino travel to Gran Sasso, as well as the
weak characteristic for neutrino interactions with matter) via
the following approach:
 We will consider a system of reference OCxCyCzC that
exactly coincides with Oxyz at the instant tC = 0, but
withthefollowingconstantvelocityoftranslationinre-
lation to the ﬁxed stars:~ v = !Rcos ˆ exC !Rsin ˆ ezC
= !Rcos ˆ ex   !Rsin ˆ ez = ~ vC, such that the neu-
trino travel will be in this inertial referential. The sub-
script  is to asseverate this referential is being con-
sidered for the neutrino travel during the entire pro-
cess (emission!detection), but with   0 in the sense
given in the previous footnote [  t=T << 1]. Con-
sidered this, we will drop the subscriptC in OCxCyCzC,
for the sake of economy of notation, and rename it sim-
ply as Oxyz, although this latter is not the original one;
The time spent by a neutrino beam to accomplish the race from ~ C to
~ G, t, obey t=T << 1, where T is the period of Earths’s rotation about its
axis, thus quite instantaneous in relation to the Earth daily kinematics.
 We will consider a system of reference OGxGyGzG that
exactly coincides with ˜ O˜ x˜ y˜ z at the instant tG = tC = 0y,
but with the following velocity of translation in relation
to the ﬁxed stars: ~ u = !Rcos ˆ exG + !Rsin ˆ ezG =
!Rcos ˆ e˜ x + !Rsin ˆ e˜ z = ~ vG. Considered this, we
will drop the subscript G in OGxGyGzG, for the sake of
economy of notation, and rename it simply as ˜ O˜ x˜ y˜ z,
although this latter is not the original one;
 We will consider a system of reference travelling with
the beam of neutrinos, but this will be explained in the
next section.
3 From CERN to the Flux through the Gran Sasso De-
tectors
From now on, we model the lattice (strips, emulsion, cinti-
lators etc) distribution through the Grand Sassos’ detectors
from the perspective of an Oxyzz observer with the following
characteristics:
 The average proper (no Lorentz contraction in ˜ O˜ x˜ y˜ z)
displacement of detectors along ˜ O˜ x is d ˜ O˜ x;
 The average proper (no Lorentz contraction in ˜ O˜ x˜ y˜ z)
displacement of detectors along   ˜ O˜ y is d ˜ O˜ y;
 The average proper (no Lorentz contraction in ˜ O˜ x˜ y˜ z)
displacement of detectors along   ˜ O˜ z is d ˜ O˜ z;
 The detectors in Oxyz will be abstracted to a tridimen-
sional d0x  d0y  d0z othogonally spaced lattice falling
upward [see the eqs. (7) and (8)] at the velocity ~ vG  
~ vC = 2!Rsin ˆ ez, being the basis vectors of these sites
given by f~ d0x = d0xˆ ex; ~ d0y =  d0yˆ ey; ~ d0z =  d0zˆ ezg,
where fˆ ex; ˆ ey; ˆ ezg is the canonical spacelike 3D euclid-
ian orthonormal basis of Oxyz.
 We will neglect relativistic (Einstein’s) eects related
to the movement of the lattice of detectors, the move-
ment of ˜ O˜ x˜ y˜ z in Oxyz, as previously stated, but such
eects will become important in the referential of the
neutrino beam (to be deﬁned below).
Now, we deﬁne the neutrino frame of reference O0x0y0z0
in the canonical conﬁguration with the frame of reference
Oxyz, i.e., coincident origins at t = t0 = 0 keeping the space-
like parallelism of the axes x  x0, y  y0 and z  z0 and
yThe relativistic eects between the systems of reference at CERN and
at Gran Sasso related to time synchronization is being neglected due to the
order of magnitude related to the velocities due to the Earth rotation and due
to the magnitude of the gravitational ﬁeld as previously stated. Furthermore,
we are undressing these eects between these systems at ~ C and ~ G to assever-
ate the relevant relativistic eects that will lead to the neutrino velocity will
raise in virtue of relativistic motion in relation to the detectors in Gran Sasso,
as we will see.
zFrom now on, we are working with the inertial frames (in relation to the
ﬁxed stars) deﬁned above, viz., from now on: Oxyzt means OCxCyCzCtC (see
the two ﬁnal paragraphs of the previous section); ˜ O˜ x˜ y˜ z˜ t means OGxGyGzG
(see the two ﬁnal paragraphs of the previous section).
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boosted with velocity vˆ ex in relation to the Oxyz frame. Con-
sider a neutrino beam entering the block of detectors in Gran
Sasso in the Oxyz frame of reference. The beam passes a
lattice of detectors stated above, being these detectors rain-
ing upward with velocity ~ vG  ~ vC = 2!Rsinˆ ez through the
beam in the Oxyz frame of reference. A horizontal neutrino
beam, along Ox, may contact a horizontal [vertical means
along Oz, upward means in the ˆ ez direction, and horizontal
means parallel to the xy plane] lattice of detectors parallelly
raining upward in virtue of the Earth rotation as discussed
before (raining upward with velocity~ vG  ~ vC = 2!Rsinˆ ez).
Once an interaction occurs between the horizontal beam and
consecutively located detectors in this horizontal lattice, this
interaction is simultaneous in the Oxyz (rigorously Oxyzt, but
the context is clear here) world, implying non-simultaneity
for these raindrops of detectors in the O0x0y0z0 world. The
distribution of these raindrops of detectors must have, instan-
taneously at t0 in 00x0y0z0 world, the following characteristics:
 The displacement between two consecutive raindrops
of detectors correlated to the respective simultaneous
ones in Oxyz, these latter displaced by the proper dis-
tance xi+1   xi = d0x along Ox and belonging to the
falling upward xy plane of detectors in Oxyz, is given
by:
x0
i+1(t0)   x0
i(t0) =  1 (xi+1   xi)
=  1d0x; (9)
being  = 1=
p
1   v2
=c2, c the speed of light in the
empty space, v the speed of the neutrino, whose ve-
locity is along the ˆ ex direction in the Oxyz world (the
beam of neutrinos is at rest in its referential O0x0y0z0, as
previously seem).
 The displacement between two consecutive raindrops
of detectors correlated to the respective simultaneous
ones in Oxyz, these latter displaced by the proper dis-
tance zi zi+1 = 0 along Oz and belonging to the falling
upward xy plane of raining detectors in Oxyz, is given
by:
z0
i+i(t0)   z0
i(t0) = 2
vd0x
c2 !Rsin: (10)
 The vertical distance between consecutive (consecutive
but inclined in the O0z0y0z0 world; the parallel to xy
planes of detectors parallelly raining upward in Oxyz
becomeinclinedinO0x0y0z0)rainingplanesofdetectors
0
i and 0
i+1, 8 i, remains the same d0z distance, the dis-
tance between consecutive parallelly raining planes of
detectors. The raining upward planes turn out to be in-
clined in relation to the x0y0 plane of the neutrino world
O0x0y0z0 by the angle:
 =    arctan

2
v
c2 !Rsin

: (11)
Indeed, let’s derive these facts. Firstly, instantaneously
at t in Oxyz, two consecutive raindrops Ox along, are time
delayed in O0x0y0z0  ft0g world by the amount:
t0
i+1   t0
i = 

t  
v
c2 xi+1

  

t  
v
c2 xi

=  
v
c2 (xi+1   xi) =  
v
c2d0x; (12)
in virtue of the Lorentz transformations (x;t) ! (x0;t0). Here,
we see a detection that occurs at the position xi+1 pertain-
ing to the horizontal lattice of detectors in Gran Sasso, at the
plane ˜ x˜ y within the block of detectors in Gran Sasso, hence
more internal, (remember ˜ x˜ y k xy), must occur earlier than
the detection at the position xi in the frame of reference of
the beam of neutrinos, and the i-raindrop is late in relation to
the (i + 1)-raindrop. Hence, backwarding the t0
i clocks down
to the the t0
i+1 instant (backwarding the movie, maybe bet-
ter: backwarding the neutrino’s opera), i.e., comparing the
non-simultaneous events in the beam of neutrinos frame, the
event i+1 ocurring when the i+1-raindrop crosses the beam
of neutrinos and the event i when the i-raindrop crosses the
beam of neutrinos (remember these events are simultaneous
inOxyz)previouslytoinfertheinstantaneous(att0
i+1)position
of the i-raindrop when the i + 1 raindrop crosses the beam of
neutrinos at the instant t0
i+1 < t0
i in the O0x0y0z0t0 frame, the
i-raindrop must move the amounts (backwarding the movie
from the instant t0
i at which the i-raindrop crosses the beam
of neutrinos in the O0x0y0z0t0 world to the non-simultaneous
instant t0
i+1 < t0
i at which the i + 1-raindrop crosses the beam
of neutrinos in the O0x0y0z0t0 world): z0 downward and x0
to the right, being these amounts given by:
z0 =
 
2!Rsin

!


 
v
c2d0x

=  
2!d0xvRsin
c2 ;
x0 = ( v) 

 
v
c2d0x

=
v2
d0x
c2 ; (13)
since ( vˆ ex0 + (2!Rsin=)ˆ ez0) is the velocity of raindrops
in 00x0y0z0, obtained from the Lorentz transformations L
 
~ u

for the 3-velocities of the Gran Sasso lattice block of sensors,
the raining raindrops lattice of sensors, from the Oxyz to the
beam of neutrinos frame O0x0y0z0 :
(0;0;2!Rsin)jOxyz
L(~ u)
 ! ( v;0;2!Rsin=)jO0x0y0z0 : (14)
But, at t, the i-raindrop and the (i + 1)-raindrop have got
the same z coordinate, since they are in a xy plane, and, since
the z ! z0 Lorentz map is identity, these raindrops must have
the same z0 coordinate at their respective transformed instants
From now on, we will call raindrops the detectors in the lattice of detec-
tors within the block of detectors at Gran Sasso. Thus, raindrops  detectors
within the lattice of detectors deﬁned at the beginning of this section; 1 rain-
drop  1 detector within the lattice of detectors within the block of detectors
at Gran Sasso.
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(of course, since at each of these transformed instants, dif-
ferent instants in O0x0y0z0 in virtue of the non-simultaneity in
this frame, the z0 coordinate will read the same, since these
reaindrops will cross the beam and the beam has the same
coordinate z0 in its own frame of reference, viz., the beam is
parallel to O0x0). Hence, backwarding t0
i clocks down to the
the t0
i+1 instant, one concludes that the z0 in the eq. (13) is
theinstantaneous, atsamet0, heightshiftbetweenconsecutive
raindrops that simultaneously cross the beam of neutrinos in
Oxyz. The x ! x0 Lorentz map is not identity, implying one
must calculate the x0
i+1   x0
i shift at the Oxyz instantaneous t:
x0
i+1(t)   x0
i(t) = (xi+1   vt)   (xi   vt) = (xi+1   xi)
= d0x: (15)
This shift is related to dierent instants, t0
i, t0
i+1, in the beam of
neutrinos frame. Thus, backwarding t0
i clocks down to the the
t0
i+1 instant (backwarding the movie to observe the earlier t0
i+1
instantaneous), this amount given by the eq. (15) is reduced
by the amount x0 given by eq. (13):
x0
i+1(t0)   x0
i(t0) = d0x   d0x
v2

c2 = d0x
 
1  
v2

c2
!
=  1d0x: (16)
The ﬁrst eq. (13) gives the eq. (10), since eq. (13) gives the
z0 position of the i-raindrop at the previous instant t0
i+1 before
the i-raindrop crosses the beam of neutrinos in the O0x0y0z0,
therefore:
z0
i

t0
i+1

= z0
  
2!d0xvRsin
c2 ; (17)
where z0
 is a constant z0 coordinate of the beam of neutrinos
in its own frame; and, since the z0 position of the (i + 1)-
raindrop at the t0
i+1 instant is z0
 (due to the very fact the (i+1)-
raindrop crosses the beam at the instant t0
i+1 in the O0x0y0z0
world), one has z0
i+1

t0
i+1

= z0
, from which, with the eq. (17),
one has got:
z0
i+1

t0
i+1

  z0
i

t0
i+1

= 2
vd0x
c2 !Rsin; (18)
reaching the eq. (10). The non-instantaneous displacement
(non-instantaneous in O0x0y0z0) given by eq. (15) is the dis-
tance between two sucessive non-instantaneous interactions
with the beam, raindrops marks assigned upon the beam in
O0x0y0z0. This fact is easy to understand, as these instanta-
neously assigned marks (instantaneous in Oxyz) would be-
come splayed in O0x0y0z0, since the beam turns out to be con-
tracted in Oxyz due to Lorentz contraction. Also, one shall
infer that eq. (16) gives the t0 instantaneous displacement
of falling upward raindrops along O0x0. The reason why the
distance between consecutive raindrops marks d0x are big-
ger than the contracted distance  1d0x of the two consecu-
tive falling raindrops is explained by the non-simultaneity be-
tween these raindrops when touching the proper beam in the
00x0y0z0 world, straightforwardly seem by the inclination (the
horizontal planes of raindrops in Oxyz inclines in O0x0y0z0)
between the raindrop plane containing these two consecu-
tives raindrops in O0x0y0z0 and the proper plane 
0
 k x0y0
containing the neutrinos beam in O0x0y0z0; i.e., when the ﬁrst
sensor raindrop crosses the beam, assigning the ﬁrst interac-
tion, the second travels an amount x0 to the left given by the
second eq. (13) before crossing the beam, assigning the sec-
ond interaction. A xy instantaneous falling upward plane of
sensors within the block of sensors at Gran Sasso containing
raindrops in Oxyz world becomes an inclined instantaneous
falling upward plane in O0x0y0z0 world, being the inclination,
eq. (11), easily derived from eqs. (16) and (18):
tan(   ) =
z0(t0)
x0
i+1(t0)   x0
i(t0)
= 2
v
c2 !Rsin; (19)
giving the eq. (11).
4 Faster than Light Eects in Gran Sasso
To understand the eect, ﬁrst, consider two sensors, say i-
raindrop and (i+1)-raindrop. If these sensors are constructed
to tag the instants, ti+1 and ti, at which two events are regis-
tered at their exact locations and a team of physicists obtains
the time variation interval by ti+1   ti, being xi+1   xi the dis-
tance between these sensors, one would have:
x
t
=
xi+1   xi
ti+1   ti
= 1; (20)
for simultaneous events (ti = ti+1), if one expects a signal is
travelling between the sensors. Furthermore, if one expects
a privileged direction along which the signal should travel
from the i-raindrop (ﬁrst) to the (i + 1) raindrop (later), if the
(i + 1)-raindrop registered a signal before the i-raindrop, vi-
olating the expected sequential direction of detections, one
would say the signal would have been registered from the
future to the past direction. In the previous section the in-
stantaneous events in the Oxyz became non-instantaneous in
the beam frame of reference, and the internal register within
the Gran Sasso block along the direction Ox  ˜ O˜ x, at the
position xi+1 registered the interaction with the beam at the
same instant the internal register at the position xi registered,
since these events were hypothetically simultaneous in Oxyz,
in virtue of the Earth rotation. From the point of view of the
neutrino beam, these registers occurred in the order: x0
i+i be-
fore, xi later, due to the inclination of the raindrops planes in
virtue of the Earth rotation. We are forced to conclude the
rotation of the Earth may provide a kinematics of intersec-
tion between beams and sequential sensors that may led to the
conclusion the sensors are registering time intervals related to
quasi-simultaneous events that are cintilated by dierent par-
ticles at dierent positions almost at the same time, leading
to an errouneous conclusion that the signal would have trav-
elled between the sensors generating the time tag data. E.g.,
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suppose two ideal clocks, perfect ones, gedanken ones, that
register the instants: ti at which a beam of neutrinos enters
the block of raindrop sensors in Gran Sasso and to at which
this beam of neutrinos emerges from the block. Let dB be the
lenght travelled through the block. One team of physicists
will measure the velocity of the beam by dB=(to   ti) with no
use of data from the sensors within the block. Another team
will perform the calculation from the data obtained from a
sequence of sensors (raindrops) located Ox along. This sec-
ond team may obtain registers at diferent positions xi+1 and
xi related to the lateral intersection between these sensors and
the beam entirely into the block of sensors but with the beam
travel not entirely accomplished through the block. The data
of this second team would be mistaken, since the registers at
the dierent locations xi+1 and xi would not have been made
by the same neutrino, implying the clocks at xi+1 and xi would
be registering two quasi-simultaneous events not related to a
same neutrino, concluding erroneously that the time variation
between these events was so small that the particle that gener-
ated these events would be travessing with a velocity greater
than c.
Einstein’s theory of relativity does not avoid velocities
greater than the light in the empty space, but avoids an unique
particle propagating with velocity greater than the velocity
of light in the empty space. To infer that a velocity greater
than c may arise from the discussion through this brief arti-
cle, consider the velocity two dierent raindrops interact with
the beam of neutrinos in the beam O0x0y0z0 frame of refer-
ence. These events are non-simultaneous in the beam frame
as previously discussed, but the beam crosses two sucessive
interactions with a propagation that is faster than c, since the
distance between two sucessive interactions along the beam
in the beam frame of reference is given by the eq. (15), d0x,
being the time spent given by the eq. (12), (vd0x)=c2. Thus,
the 2-propagation V
0
(i+1)!(i) (the number 2 to denote two bod-
ies are related to a single propagation velocity):
V
0
(i+1)!(i) =
c
v
c ) V
0
(i+1)!(i) > c: (21)
As asseverated this is not a propagation of a single parti-
cle, but a ratio between the covered distance along the beam
in the beam frame and the time interval spent to interact, non-
simultaneously, with two sequential but distinct sensors (rain-
drops xi+1 and xi). Of course, if v ! 0, these distinct interac-
tions will tend to become simultaneous, leading to the result
discussed at the beginning of this section (eq. 20). It follows
that is not dicult to conclude that the time elapsed between
two distinct sensors must be related to just an unique particle
if one is intended to use their time tags for velocity computa-
tions.
5 The Consequence of the Eect
Asimplecalculationprovidesthediscrepancyobtainedbythe
set of CNGS detections intended to obtain the correct veloc-
ity of the neutrino particle announced few days ago. Let vc
be the correct value for the neutrino’s velocity, S 1, the dis-
tance between the CERN and the point at which the neutrino
enters the block of detectors at Gran Sasso, S 2 the lenght
of the block of detectors to be internally covered by the neu-
trino at Gran Sasso, t1 the elapsed time spent by the neutrino
to cover S 1, t2 the elapsed time spent by the neutrino to
cover S 2, tf a fake elapsed time due to the eect previously
discussed, and vf a fake velocity that would arise from an
erroneous measure for the elapsed time through S 2. Hence:
vc =
S 1 + S 2
t1 + t2
; (22)
vf =
S 1 + S 2
t1 + tf
: (23)
A simple calculation gives:
vf
vc
= 1 +
t2   tf
t1 + tf
)
vf   vc
vc
=
t2   tf
t1 + tf
: (24)
One should not write vf = S 2=tf, since, as previously
discussed, tf is not related to a propagation of a particle,
but to the time elapsed between two detectors in the same xy
plane in the Oxyz frame of reference. If a sequence of cin-
tilations within the block of detectors are generated by dif-
ferent neutrinos due to the eect previously discussed, and
this sequence is interpreted as a path traced by a single neu-
trino, the measure of the distance covered within the block of
detectors at Gran Sasso would encapsulate an error for each
estimated path having got the eect encrusted within it. This
distance, an erroneous one, is S 2, although this distance may
be deﬁned as a correct one for purposes of comparison with
a case in which (hypothetically) a neutrino travelled this dis-
tance with the correct velocity vc. Obviously, the tf would
not be related to the time spent to cover this distance, since,
in a case in which the eect, as previously explained, was
generated due to simultaneous time tagging at two dierent
sensors (raindrops) due to two dierent neutrinos in the Oxyz
reference frame, one would have tf = 0 for a continuous lat-
erally traced path in virtue of the Earth rotation, from which
S 2 , 0. S 2 would arise, under the eect discussed in this
paper, from a path misinterpretation. But, once one deﬁnes
S 2 as the distance to be covered in acomparison case with a
neutrino used to cover it with the correct velocity vc:
t2 =
S 2
vc
; (25)
turns out to be the correct elapsed time. From the eq. (24),
one reaches:
vf

t1 + tf

  vct1 = vct2: (26)
If the computation is done taken into consideration the
erroneous elapsed time tf, being this tf = 0 in a case of
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simultaneity due to the eect previously discussed, the eq.
(26) reads:
vft1   vct1 = vct2; (27)
and the eect turns out to increase the fake velocity in relation
to the correct velocity in a manner in which the neutrino with
the fake velocity would be winning the race by an amount of
distance given by S 2 = vct2, accomplished the path S 1,
from the eq. (27). Hence, eq. (24) turns out to read:
vf   vc
vc
=
t2
t1
=
S 2
vc
vc
S 1
=
S 2
S 1
: (28)
With the values [1]:
vf   vc
vc
=

2:48  0:28 (stat.)  0:30 (sys.)

 10 5; (29)
and:
S 1 = 733  103m; (30)
we reach for the discrepancy between the covered distances:
S 2 =

18:2  2:05 (stat.)  2:20 (sys.)

m: (31)
6 Conclusion
We conclude the relativistic eect discussed here in virtue
of the Earth rotation may lead to a misinterpretation of the
elapsed time within the block of detectors at Gran Sasso.
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